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ABSTRACT 
 

Development of industry in the country is necessary for the development of the nation. 
Everything that is required for the living of the human beings is attached to industrial protection. Growth 
of industry is contributing more for pollution of the environment. In India, industrial pollution is a great 
problem which required the attention of many persons relating to the industry. Industrial pollution must be 
prevented by any means to the extent possible for the protection of environment. Protecting our 
environment is always an important aspect. We need to protect it because if it gets damaged then it is 
badly going to affect all the species. Since the change in environmental conditions would lead to changes 
in temperature, rainfall, etc. which ultimately lead to degradation of our health, cause terrible disasters 
and sometimes even cause genetic variations. If the environment is protected, then we are protected and 
if it is damaged then we cannot even pay for it. So it is our duty to agree that we need to protect the 
environment and enjoy the sweetness of the fruits that we receive as a result for our care towards the 
environment. This paper would necessarily involve a thorough discussion of most relevant environmental 
issues and their consequences. This paper will dwell on the environment aspect and its effect on the 
strength of the legal framework regarding environmental pollution. The role of the judiciary being a critical 
factor in the success of any environmental issues has been evaluated. This paper will attempt to lay the 
foundation for understanding through a discussion of legislation rules. This paper shows detail 
development of the law and environmental principles through the discussion of judicial decisions. The 
main purpose of this work is to throw light on the prevention of industrial pollution in the development and 
implementation of Environmental Law in India. 
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Introduction 

 Environmental Science is a dynamic one and has been a rapidly changing field of vital 
importance to each and every one of us on a global level. The decisions we make now about resource 
use, waste disposal, population management, pollution control, etc. will have tremendous impact on our 
lives and those of the future generations to come. We live in an increasingly interconnected global village 
with worldwide links on different aspects which enable us to know about what is happening even in a 
remote area by a mere touch of a switch. Problems such as Global Warming, Climate change, Ozone 
Layer depletion, Ocean pollution, loss of Bio-diversity, Green House effect, etc., are all the growing perils 
attached to our Environment, which are the outcome of emission of toxic and noxious gases and Radio-
active wastes apart from the other pollutants into the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and all other 
such conceivable spaces by the changing modern life-style of the living beings. Geographical and 
Ecological literacy and awareness is a vital tool for the people throughout the globe. It is as important as 
breathing. Understanding our Environment implies not only knowledge or mere intelligence, but wisdom 
worth the life itself. This situation is the outcome of the continual pollution of our Environment. This 
menace is now a growing threat and it is taking its own toll all over the globe throwing open the doors 
wide for allied kinds of negative repercussions in the form of natural calamities and new kinds of diseases 
and illnesses hitherto unknown to human kind and thereby making life very critical and lamentable. 
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Disrespect to the Environment 

The entire world is facing a doom and gloom scenario which if not checked at least now, will turn 
the planet Earth into a grievous graveyard. Therefore, awareness about the Environmental pollution and 
Environmental protection is the dire need of the hour to bail us out of the crisis created by us around 2 
ourselves failing which, we cannot be in a position to redeem ourselves, leave alone the Environment. 
Our generation is happened to face a great battle against the environmental assault. The widening of 
deserts, the shrinking of forests, the alarming pollution of surface and groundwater, extermination of 
endangered species , indiscriminate use and exhaustion of natural resources are the problems in front of 
all of us, all challenging our survival. Only the variety of gases we are spewing in the atmosphere through 
millions of industrial smoke stocks, motor vehicles, waste dumps and other sources may result in global 
environmental change. Acid rain, greenhouse effect, depletion of ozone layer and the consequent 
environmental change, may wipe out our civilization. Hence, environmental pollution is assuming 
dangerous proportions throughout the globe. Environmental degradation, first seen as mainly a problem 
of rich nations and a side effect of industrial wealth, has now become a survival issue for the developing 
countries. Population growth, rapid economic transformation, urbanization and industrialization, or in 
sum, the determination to escape from poverty and other pressures of development processes, are 
putting great strain on the environment. Indeed, development processes, are putting great strain on the 
environment. However, a revolution has also taken place - the revolution brought about by the increasing 
awareness of environmental change. The dangers of global environmental change are receiving serious 
attention and close concern worldwide, of scientists, jurists and lawmakers. The concern and curiosity of 
environmentalists, environmental lawyers and scientists, nature conservationist, governmental, non-
governmental organizations, and social activists is in the effort, of evolving new environmental 
phenomenon. Indeed, new environmental philosophy is evolving, giving new shapes to the existing 
concepts, and several emerging values are seeking definable content. 

Hence it's necessary to know what environment is and what are the different kinds of pollution to 
the environment and different types of problems that arise due to environmental pollution. The Word 
"environment" is most generally used describing "natural" environment and means the sum of all living 
and non-living affects that compass an organism, or group of organisms. Environment includes all 
rudiments, factors, and conditions that have some impact on growth and development of certain 
organisms. Environment includes both biotic and abiotic factors that have influence on observed 
organism. A biotic factor similar as light, temperature, water, atmospheric feasts combine with biotic 
factors Environment frequently changes after some time and thus numerous organisms have capability to 
acclimatize to these changes. Still, forbearance range isn't the same with all species and exposure to 
environmental conditions at the limit of a certain organism's forbearance range represents environmental 
stress. Environmentalism is a veritably important political and social movement with thing to cover natural 
environment by emphasizing significance of nature’s part in protection of the environment in combination 
with colorful conduct and programs acquainted to nature preservation. 

The Cleaning of Pollution – The Only Solution 

Originally the thing reducing the world consumption of fossil fuels is veritably important to fight 
against climate change and global warming miracle. Reactionary (non renewable) fuels are substantially 
responsible for global warming as during the combustion of fossil fuels, carbon dioxide (one of the 
hothouse  feasts) gets released into the atmosphere. In fact, reducing the emigration of carbon dioxide is 
the most important thing if we want to successfully fight global warming. Reducing and cleaning up 
pollution is also a veritably important task. Every day we hear the news about tremendous pollution of our 
air, swell, and gutters. Pollution creates unhealthy environment, and frequently causes numerous health 
problems and different conditions. Third thing is veritably egregious. The World needs a lot of energy and 
if we want to reduce the use of fossil fuels also we should have some other indispensable energy 
sources to satisfy world energetic requirements. These indispensable energy sources similar as wind 
energy, solar power and hydro energy, have all great eventualities, and are also ecologically respectable. 
still, their use is still careless on global scale and reactionary fuels are still dominant energy sources. 
Water is precious but also scarce resource that needs to be saved for unborn generations. Sustainable 
use of water, land and other resources is thus vital to enable unborn life of our earth. The number of 
exposed species is recently adding fleetly and numerous species have come defunct in the last 50 times 
or so. Preservation of exposed species is important to save number of ecosystems and to cover 
biodiversity of our earth. Biodiversity is veritably important in enabling the life on earth since all species 
are connected in impeccably balanced circle, each with their veritably own part. 
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Constitutional Obligation  

It's the constitutional obligation of the ‘State’ as well as of ‘citizens’ ‘to cover and ameliorate’ the 
environment. The Indian constitutional vittles regarding environmental protection has been followed by 
other nations in the world. The framers of the Constitution of South Africa were greatly told by the vittles 
relating to environmental protection under the Indian Constitution. Consequently they've also 
incorporated analogous vittles in their Constitution. After the 1976 constitutional correction, the Directive 
Principles of State Policy and Abecedarian Duties chapters lay down easily that the protection and 
enhancement of environment is a public obligation of the entire country. The Constitution of India, as 
espoused by the constitution makers in 1950, didn't deal with ‘Protection of environment’ as a specific 
legislative subject. Nor did it contain any specific provision to embody India’s commitment to the 
protection and preservation of environment. Still, Indian Constitution wasn't completely silent in this 
regard, as it contained (and still contains) several affiliated subjects in its constitutional scheme of 
distribution of legislative powers. Therefore, several legislative subjects similar as forest, wild life, 
population control public health and sanitation. Agriculture, land, water, infinitesimal energy, oilfields, 
mines and interstate gutters, and fisheries, etc., were formerly handed for in the Constitution. It was only 
in 1976 that the Indian Government allowed it necessary to get the Indian Constitution amended to 
expressly give for the protection of environment by incorporating a many specific vittles in the 
Constitution. The result was the enactment of the Constitution (Forty-alternate Correction) Act, 1976 
furnishing for an express constitutional commitment to guard the environment in the country. The living 
beings and environment are like the two sides of a coin. Everyone has the right to live in a safe and 
healthy environment. At the same time, the State is under an obligation to give healthy environment to its 
subjects. Man lives in the environment and he himself is responsible for contaminating the environment. 
The Progress of a country is grounded upon the progress of its subjects. The Progress of a man is 
possible in case he lives in a healthy environment. The 42ndAmendment Act 1976 which  fitted  
Composition 48A in Part IV of the Constitution of India directly imposes a duty on the State by  furnishing 
that the State shall endeavor to  cover and ameliorate the  environment and to  guard the  forest and 
wildlife of the Country. This Amendment Act also fitted Composition 51A which imposes ten duties on the 
citizens of India. Clause (g) of Composition 51A imposes a duty on the citizens to cover the environment. 
This clause provides that it shall be the duty of every citizen of India to cover and ameliorate the natural 
environment including forests, lakes, gutters and wild life, and to have compassion for living brutes. 

Today, pollution free environment has been honored as an abecedarian right under Composition 
21 by the intervention of the loftiest Courts of the country. Since writ governance can be invoked only 
where a right as infringed by the State action and since environment can conceivably are defiled not only 
by State action, but also by the conduct or private persons. It's essential to look into the exercise of writ 
governance by the loftiest courts of the country. The governance of the High Court under Article 226 of 
the Constitution and that of the Supreme Court under Article 32 of the Constitution together constitute the 
writ governance. Under Composition 236 of the Constitution, the High Court can entertain a writ 
solicitation where any of the abecedarian rights handed under Part III of the Constitution or any of the 
legal rights handed under any law for the time being in force in support of a person are infringed, and 
issue applicable writ or directions to meet the ends of justice. Still, such a violation must have been 
caused by way of any act or elision of the State within the meaning of and as defined in Composition 12 
of the Constitution. 

Role of Legislation in Environment Protection 

Development of industry in the country is necessary for the development of the nation. 
Everything that’s needed for the living of the human beings is attached to artificial protection. Growth of 
industry is contributing further for pollution of the environment. In India, artificial pollution is a great 
problem which needed the attention of numerous persons relating to the industry. Artificial pollution must 
be averted by any means to the extent possible for the protection of environment. With the spirit of this 
new judicial perception, the Indian Apex Court is no longer happy with its traditional announcement bar 
part with all its constraints. It claims to assume and play a further activist and creative part in order to 
insure the efficacy and effectiveness of some of the most introductory abecedarian rights guaranteed to 
the Indian people. It's heartening to note that the Indian Supreme Court has not only widened the 
meaning and content of abecedarian rights by its creative interpretation but also expanded their reach 
and  dimension by  instituting new judicial strategies for their effective enforcement and enjoyment. In 
several cases, the Supreme Court encouraged public interest action to vindicate the rights of the 
deprived sections of the society. In any environment conscious state, environmental problems are 
naturally dived at the council position. In India from time to time colorful laws for the protection of 
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environment have been passed. The concern for environmental protection in India has not only been 
raised on the status of supreme law of the land but it's also coupled with human rights approach. The 
position is settled that it's the introductory human right of every existent to live in pollution free 
environment with full human quality. Considering the  colorful  indigenous  vittles and other statutory  
vittles contained in  colorful laws relating to environmental protection, the Supreme Court has laid down 
that the essential features of ‘ Sustainable Development ’  similar as ‘ Preventative Principle ’ and the ‘ 
Polluter pays Principle ’ are part of environmental law of the country. 

Conclusion 

Today, pollution problems are causing worldwide concern, and thinking has developed that a 
endless oxygen mask and an air- conditioner chamber be used, and as the weakened environment is 
getting a part of life death due to similar pollution could be considered as a natural death. This shows the 
helplessness of the human race to attack pollution problems. Indian metropolises like Bombay, Calcutta, 
Delhi and Madras are facing further environmental problems compared with other metropolises. According 
to World Health Organisation ‟ s study, Delhi is the world’s third pitiful, weakened and unhealthy megacity. 
There are numerous environmental problems in India similar as deficit of fuel- wood and fodder for rural 
requirements, leading to pressure on our forests. Threats to faunal and flowery species and natural diversity 
because of disturbance of their niche. Adverse impacts of development conditioning similar as mining, 
power generation, industrialisation and irrigation. Declination of fragile ecosystem, similar as mangroves, 
washes, strands and hill areas for reasons, similar as over-exploitation, lack of tree cover, ill- advised 
agrarian practices, tourism and magpie structure conditioning. Everyone take particular responsibility for the 
success of the environmental protection programs of our  separate community by cooperating and  
laboriously  sharing in making the atmosphere pollution free and help stop pollution  Today. Although, on an 
individual base, we can help in combating pollution in our own immediate environment, effective control can 
be stylish institutionalized through legislation. Therefore, utmost countries have formerly addressed the 
issue by passing some form of pollution forestallment measures. Preventing the onset of pollution in any 
area i.e. is it on air, water or land, could be the launch and the simplest preventative result to the problem. 
This calls for a conscientious trouble to borrow good practices or habits by the people, the passage and the 
proper perpetration of applicable government laws and the strict compliance especially by implicit artificial 
pollutants. However, there will be no pollution, If there are no adulterants. And yet, this is easier said than 
done. Certain bad habits are settled and artificial development ever carries with it the attendant burden of 
pollution. The cost to business and its marketable ramifications make this rather simple preventative 
approach relatively complicated and more delicate to apply. 
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